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Abstract. Robustness to small image translations is a highly desirable
property for object detectors. However, recent works have shown that
CNN-based classifiers are not shift invariant. It is unclear to what extent
this could impact object detection, mainly because of the architectural
differences between the two and the dimensionality of the prediction
space of modern detectors.
To assess shift equivariance of object detection models end-to-end, in this
paper we propose an evaluation metric, built upon a greedy search of the
lower and upper bounds of the mean average precision on a shifted image
set. Our new metric shows that modern object detection architectures,
no matter if one-stage or two-stage, anchor-based or anchor-free, are
sensitive to even one pixel shift to the input images.
Furthermore, we investigate several possible solutions to this problem,
both taken from the literature and newly proposed, quantifying the ef-
fectiveness of each one with the suggested metric. Our results indicate
that none of these methods can provide full shift equivariance.
Measuring and analyzing the extent of shift variance of different models
and the contributions of possible factors, is a first step towards being
able to devise methods that mitigate or even leverage such variabilities.
Keywords: Convolutional Neural Networks, Object detection, Network
robustness, Shift equivariance
1 Introduction
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have achieved impressive results on
many computer vision tasks, like classification [26], detection [5] and segmen-
tation [6]. However, in safety critical applications, like autonomous driving or
medical imaging, CNNs need to be not just accurate, but also reliable and robust
to image perturbations.
The evaluation of the robustness of CNNs has been a very active research
field, with several works addressing the impact of image noise [12], image trans-
formations (translation [3], rotation [8], scale [22]), object inter-dependencies [21,1]
and adversarial attacks [27].
Focus of this paper is the robustness of modern object detectors to (small)
image translations. Modern CNN architectures are not shift invariant by design.
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Commonly used down-sampling approaches, like max pooling, are one cause
for shift variance [28], since these operations are against the classic sampling
theorem.
Small transformations can cause a significant drop in classification accuracy
for classification models [8]. Furthermore, with the huge receptive field, rather
than learning to be shift invariant, modern CNNs filters can derive and exploit
absolute spatial location all over the image from zero-padding [14,16].
Unlike classification, in object detection we need to measure equivariance and
not invariance, since we expect the output of a detector to reflect the translation
applied to its input. Moreover, each prediction cannot be evaluated indepen-
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Fig. 1: Qualitative results of shift variance for RetinaNet on the COCO vali-
dation set, with confidence threshold set to 0.4 for visualization purposes. The
predictions in column a) and b) are computed on images that differ only for a
small shift of at maximum one pixel. In the second row we see how both classifi-
cation and localization of the instances are deeply affected. The third row shows
an example of a class swap, where the same instance is predicted as an elephant
or a cow.
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dently from all others, given the non trivial assignment between predictions and
ground truth instances and the impact of aggregation strategies like non maxi-
mum suppression. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has proposed
a quantitative evaluation of the robustness of detectors to image translations.
We address this gap by designing an evaluation pipeline to quantify shift
equivariance of object detection models in an end to end manner.
Previous works also focused on identifying the root causes of the lack of
shift invariance, and tried to address them [13,28,23]. However, the impact that
these factors might have on object detectors has not been investigated yet.
We believe this has non-trivial implications, since detection networks extend
classification backbones with additional modules like regression/classification
heads (both anchor-based and anchor-free), Region Proposals Networks or ROI
Pooling/Align modules. We therefore conduct experiments to dissect transla-
tion equivariance on object detection networks: anti-aliasing the intermediate
features, densifying the output resolution, using dataset which is free of photog-
rapher’s bias and test-time augmentation.
Our contributions are:
1. We design an evaluation pipeline and a metric, AP variations (∆AP ), specif-
ically targeted to shift equivariance in object detectors;
2. We test several modern object detectors with the proposed metric and we
report a severe lack of robustness to translations as small as one pixel, on
two different datasets;
3. We measure the effectiveness of different techniques to enhance robustness,
and show that they provide only a partial answer to the problem.
2 Related Work
Network robustness Convolutional neural networks are reported to have
brittle robustness to perturbations. Adversarial attacks [10,15], which are in-
tentionally designed noises to fool the network to make wrong predictions, are
used to investigate network failures. Recent work has found that models are also
brittle to less extreme perturbations that are not adversarially constructed, such
as image quality distortions, i.e. blur, noise, contrast and compression [7]. CNNs
are reported to not be robust to scale variations [22] and highly sensitive to pose
perturbations [2]. Networks fail to even small rotations and translations [3,8,28].
Imperceptible variations and natural transformations across consecutive video
frames would induce instability for networks as well [3,11].
There are also works on the robustness of object detectors. Image corrup-
tions such as pixel noise, blur, varying weather conditions lead to significant
performance drops in object detection models [19,4]. Object detectors are not
robust against scale variations [22]. Replacing image sub-regions with another
sub-image is shown to have non-local impact on object detection, which may
occasionally make other objects undetected or misclassified [21].
Network robustness evaluation The robustness is often evaluated for
classification networks in terms of classification label swap or mean absolute
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score changes. For example attack success rates (changes of top-1 prediction)
across several distortion sizes are used to measure robustness with a broader
threat model and diverse differentiable attacks [15]. Azulay et al. quantify both
top-1 and mean average score changes of the classifier to small translations or
re-scaling of the input images [3]. [12] quantifies the classifiers mean and rel-
ative error rate on corruptions with different severity level to show the net-
works robustness against a variety of common corruptions. To measure robust-
ness against geometric transformations, Manitest defines the invariance as the
minimal geodesic distance between the identity transformation and a transfor-
mation in Lie group τ which is sufficient to change the predicted label of the
classifier [9]. In our paper, we focus on evaluating shift equivariance of object
detectors, considering both classification and localization performance.
Approaches to improve shift invariance One approach to improve the
robustness of the model is to apply data-augmentation such as random cropping
to make the network learn to be invariant to shifts [13]. However, [3] has shown
that data augmentation teaches the network to be invariant to translations but
only for images that are visually similar to typical images seen during training,
i.e. images that obey the photographers bias. Another way to mitigate shift vari-
ance is to apply anti-aliasing operations by blurring the representations before
downsampling [28], as often done in signal processing. Although [28] observed
increased accuracy in ImageNet classification, [3] has shown that blurring would
degrade model performance, especially in datasets that obey the photographers
bias. GaussNet CNN architecture, which represents convolutional kernels with
an orthogonal Gauss-Hermite basis whose basis coefficients are learned in con-
volution layers without a sub-sampling layer, leads to fully translation invariant
representations that keeps the number of parameters in kernels across layers
constant [23]. In our paper, we also investigate several solutions to alleviate
translation variance, focusing the analysis on object detection models.
3 Measuring Translation Equivariance for Object
Detectors
A good measure of translation equivariance should capture how the output of
a detector changes when a shift is applied to the input image. The ideal detector
would output the same predictions, but shifted.
In order to measure translation equivariance we need to define: an experi-
mental setting to generate shifted images and a metric to measure the amount
of change in the detector output. For the experimental setting, we follow other
works on shift invariance for classification networks [3], please refer to our ex-
perimental section for further details.
The shift invariance metrics for classification measure the changes in per-
image class scores, for example reporting the gap between the highest and lowest
class scores predicted by the network on shifted images. In object detection,
it is possible to compute these metrics at the granularity of single instances,
evaluating the probability score variations of each ground truth object. However,
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object detection is a more complex task than classification, and the metrics to
measure robustness to translation should be tailored specifically for it. We believe
a good metric for translation equivariance in object detection should: i) consider
all predicted boxes, also the ones on background regions (i.e. potential false
positives) and ii) include localization accuracy in its formulation. In general,
this robustness metric should be a clear indicator of the performance variations
we might get when perturbing the input with small translations.
This motivates the introduction of AP variations as our proposed indicator
of translation equivariance in object detectors.
3.1 AP Variations
Average precision is the most common way of evaluating object detectors [18].
A natural formulation for a shift equivariance metric is thus the variations of
average precision over a (shifted) dataset. This metric captures the performance
gap between the worst and best case.
Given a set X = (X1, X2, · · · , XN ) of N images and a maximum shift range
M (e.g. 1 pixel), we compute a shifted set, where each image Xi is present
multiple times, slightly shifted horizontally and vertically, X∆i = {Xδi | δ ∈
{(0, 0), (0, 1), · · · , (M,M)}}.
The AP variation over the shifted dataset is defined as the difference between
the highest and lowest achievable APs: ∆AP = APbest−APworst. As an example,
APbest is the maximum AP achievable by selecting the best shift δ
∗
i for each
image. In other words, for each image the shift that contributes to the highest
overall AP is selected. In practice, we use AP50 as the metric, that is, using
0.5 as the IoU threshold to define a positive match between a prediction and a
ground truth object.
Greedy Approximation of AP variations Average precision is computed
on the entire dataset by sorting the predictions of all images by confidence score,
and evaluating the ranking of true positives and false positives. This means that
we can’t find the best (and worst) shift for each image independently from all
other images. In theory, finding the best AP would involve computing the AP of
all combinations of shifts across images. This is computationally infeasible, since
the number of combinations would be (M+1)2N . For the validation set of COCO,
and a maximum shift of 1 pixel, that would be 210000 total AP computations.
We propose an approximation to this optimal solution using a greedy algo-
rithm that iteratively finds the best shift δ∗i for each sample Xi while keeping
fixed the solutions of all other samples Xj,j 6=i. Algorithm 1 details the procedure
to compute APbest, by switching arg max with arg min we can compute APworst.
The number of AP computations becomes now tractable and is equal to
K× (M +1)2×N . In practice, setting the number of iterations K = 1 is enough
for the algorithm to converge to a stable solution, since in our experiments
further iterations contributed for less than 1% to the total AP difference.
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Input:
X: the set of images
∆ = (δ0, δ1, · · · ): set of shifts per samples
K: number of iterations
e: evaluation function
f : detector inference function
Initialize δ∗i = δ0 (for each sample i, shift (0,0) is selected)
for k in K do
for i in N do
AP = [ ]
for each δ in ∆ do
APδ = e(f(X
δ
i ∪ X˜)), X˜ = {Xδ
∗
j
j | j 6= i, j ∈ {1, · · · , N}}
AP .append(APδ)
end
#update the best performing shift for sample Xi
δ∗i = arg max
δ∈∆
AP
end
end
APbest = e(f(X
∗)), X∗ = {Xδ∗ii | i ∈ {1, · · · , N}}
Algorithm 1: Greedy algorithm to approximate the best Average Precision
by iteratively selecting the best shift for each sample.
4 Experiments
We evaluate shift equivariance for three common object detectors: Reti-
naNet [17] (one-stage, anchor-based), CenterNet [20] (one-stage, anchor-free)
and FasterRCNN [29] (two-stage) on the COCO object detection dataset [18].
For RetinaNet and FasterRCNN, we use the pretrained models with ResNet-50
backbone available in the detectron2 framework [24], for CenterNet we use the
pretrained model with ResNet-101 with deformable convolutions from the official
repository 1.
In order to evaluate shift equivariance, we create a shifted validation set,
where each image appears multiple times, shifted horizontally and vertically. We
follow the experimental setting proposed in [3], where each image is embedded in
a black background image at different locations. This setting prevents to crop out
any context from the image, ensuring the only difference is a small translation,
see Figure 2. This setting is particularly appropriate for object detection, since
objects are located anywhere in the image, and cropping even a small portion of
it might imply removing relevant object parts.
Given a maximum shift, we compute predictions for all shifted images and
the best and worst overall APs using the proposed method. ∆AP is obtained
as the simple difference of the two. In Table 1, the results for the entire COCO
validation set are reported for a maximum shift of one pixel.
1 github.com/xingyizhou/CenterNet
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shift (0,0) shift (0,1) shift (1,0) shift (1,1)
Fig. 2: Creating the dataset for shift equivariance evaluation. An example 4×4
image (in green) is embedded into a black image at different locations (maximum
shift=1) to create the 4 translated versions.
All three methods show a surprising lack of shift equivariance, with Cen-
terNet being the least robust. We show some qualitative examples in Figure 1.
CenterNet is the only method of the three that does not use NMS to aggregate
overlapping predictions. Instead, it uses a max-pooling layer to extract local
peaks in the keypoint heatmap. This is a simpler implementation of NMS that
might be less effective to retain the best boxes.
The ∆APs are comparable to the performance gaps between these methods,
meaning that a one pixel shift is enough to change what we might consider state-
of-the-art performance. CenterNet is the only method trained with extensive
data augmentations, including random cropping. Its poor performance in terms
of shift equivariance confirms the conclusions from [3]: data augmentation is not
enough to improve robustness.
method AP worst/best AP ∆AP AP50 worst/best AP50 ∆AP50
RetinaNet 36.5 35.3/37.5 2.2 56.7 53.9/59.0 5.1
FasterRCNN 37.6 36.5/39.4 2.9 59.0 55.7/62.1 6.4
CenterNet 34.6 32.9/36.3 3.4 53.0 49.2/57.3 8.1
Table 1: AP variations on the COCO validation set (the lower, the better), with
a maximum shift of one pixel.
One other important result is that all methods are able to achieve better
performance than the baseline by carefully selecting the best shifts for each
validation image. This implies that shift variance could be leveraged to boost
performance, as we show in a simple experiment in Section 5.4.
4.1 Increasing shift range
We showed how a simple one-pixel shift can drastically affect the perfor-
mance of several state-of-the-art detectors. But how do the detectors behave for
increasingly high shifts? In this section we report the results of shift equivariance
of RetinaNet with increasing maximum shift, from 0 to 15. Since the number of
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images grows quadratically with the number of shifts (256 images for a maxi-
mum shift of 15), to save computation we perform the analysis on a randomly
sampled validation set of 100 images. Results are reported in Table 2, in Fig-
ure 3 we illustrate the AP difference with respect to the un-shifted baseline. The
AP variation grows sub-linearly with the maximum shift, reaching an impressive
21.5 ∆AP50 for a maximum shift of 15. The worst and best APs are symmetric
with respect to the baseline AP, meaning that the baseline performance can be
regarded as an average case among the shifts. It can be noted that ∆AP50 grows
monotonically with the maximum shift, but ∆AP does not. This is a result of
our evaluation metric, that uses AP50 to find best and worst shifts.
max shift worst/best AP ∆AP worst/best AP50 ∆AP50
0 - baseline 43.8 - 64.2 -
1 41.8/43.4 1.6 60.7/66.9 6.2
3 41.2/46.4 5.2 58.0/69.5 11.5
7 39.6/46.0 6.4 55.4/72.1 16.7
15 38.7/47.0 8.3 53.6/75.1 21.5
Table 2: AP variations of RetinaNet on 100 images from the COCO validation
set. Results are reported for increasingly high shifts in pixels.
2 4 6 8 10 12 14
−10
−5
5
10
Maximum shift in pixels
AP difference w.r.t. baseline
worst AP best AP worst AP50 best AP50
Fig. 3: Difference between baseline results and best/worst APs computed by our
method with increasing maximum shift. Results are reported for RetinaNet on
100 random images from the COCO validation set.
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5 Dissecting translation equivariance
So far, we showed how modern object detectors suffer from a lack of shift
equivariance. A small shift in the input image can have huge effects on the output
predictions. In the literature, many attempts have been made to discover the root
causes of the lack of shift invariance and to propose solutions to counter it. To
the best of our knowledge, no previous attempts have been made to evaluate
how these can impact the performance of object detectors.
In the following, we dissect shift equivariance performance under the light of
several factors that can potentially affect it.
5.1 Anti-aliasing in downsampling layers
We retrain RetinaNet and FasterRCNN using Blur Pool [28] in their back-
bone network, ResNet-50. Blur Pool affects all downsampling layers, by limiting
aliasing effects introduced by max pooling and strided convolutions. In practice
we use a 3×3 blur filter, as recommended in the original paper. We report the
results of ∆AP on the COCO validation set in Table 3, compared to baseline
methods.
method AP worst/best AP ∆AP AP50 worst/best AP50 ∆AP50
RetinaNet 36.5 35.3/37.5 2.2 56.7 53.9/59.0 5.1
RetinaNet+blurpool 35.2 34.3/35.7 1.4 55.1 51.4/58.6 3.4
FasterRCNN 37.6 36.5/39.4 2.9 59.0 55.7/62.1 6.4
FasterRCNN+blurpool 37.8 36.6/38.6 2.0 58.7 56.3/60.9 4.6
Table 3: Effect of anti-aliased features on AP variations on the COCO validation
set, with a maximum shift of one pixel.
On the un-shifted validation set, blur pool slightly degrades performance for
RetinaNet, while keeping FasterRCNN results basically unchanged. Robustness
to translation is improved for both methods in all metrics of about 30%, suggest-
ing that anti-aliased features are effective also for object detection. The results
also confirm the reports from [3], that anti-aliasing is only a partial solution to
the problem, and different factors might be playing a role in shift equivariance.
5.2 Densifying the output space
One possible reason to the lack of shift equivariance for object detection is
the mismatch between input and output resolution. For example, the finest out-
put resolution Retinanet can reach is eight times smaller compared to that of
the input image. As for one-layer-output CenterNet, the output resolution is four
times smaller. The mismatch results in discontinuities in the ground truth and
anchor matching: moving even one pixel implies an anchor from being assigned
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from positive to negative and vice versa for a neighboring anchor. To investigate
to what extent this can contribute to the shift variance, we densify the out-
put space of CenterNet by adding two extra upsampling layers with transposed
convolutions to match the output resolution to the input images. CenterNet is
selected because it uses a single layer to make predictions instead of multiple
layers as RetinaNet. Densifying the output space leads to two problems: i) the
imbalance between foreground and background in the output space becomes
even more severe given that increasing output resolution leads to 16 times more
negative predictions and ii) the memory footprint due to a full-resolution output
poses a problem in training efficiency. The only hyperparameter changes we ap-
ply to compensate for the higher resolution are: i) decreased losssize weight to
0.02 and ii) increased max pooling kernel size to 11 for NMS. Dense CenterNet
achieves an AP of 33.4 (baseline is 34.6). However, we couldn’t see many benefits
for shift equivariance: the ∆AP50 for the dense CenterNet is 7.6 (baseline 8.1)
and the AP difference is 3.3 (baseline 3.4).
5.3 Removing Photographer’s Bias
Photographer’s bias is present in datasets composed of images taken by hu-
mans [3]. Humans tend to put objects at the center of the frame, and usually
take pictures by standing vertically, almost perpendicular to the ground. Abso-
lute location in the image frame becomes then a useful feature to recognize object
categories (e.g. the sky is up, a sofa is on the floor, . . . ). As [16] pointed out, it
is possible for a CNN to exploit such biases, and to introduce shift variance as
a mean to capture absolute object location.
Fig. 4: Example crops from the DOTA object detection dataset. Instance anno-
tation is available for rotated as for horizontal bounding boxes.
We therefore aim to measure the importance of the photographer’s bias for
shift equivariance in detection. To this end, we extended our quantitative anal-
ysis to the DOTA v1.0 object detection dataset [25]. DOTA is the largest object
detection dataset in aerial images, it contains 2806 large size images with 188, 282
object instances belonging to 15 categories, some sample crops are shown in Fig-
ure 4. Aerial images do not suffer from the photographer’s bias, since objects
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are not arranged in any particular order in the image frame. The dataset defines
two tasks: detection with oriented bounding boxes and detection with horizon-
tal bounding boxes. We compute results for the latter, to keep the methods
comparable to previous experiments.
method AP worst/best AP ∆AP AP50 worst/best AP50 ∆AP50
RetinaNet 34.1 33.5/35.4 1.9 58.0 55.7/60.5 4.8
FasterRCNN 36.7 36.0/38.7 2.7 60.3 57.4/63.2 5.8
CenterNet 34.6 33.5/35.7 2.2 57.3 54.4/60.2 5.8
Table 4: Shift equivariance evaluation on DOTA validation set, with a maximum
shift of one pixel.
Following the experimental setting of [25], images from the training set are
split into patches of size 1024×1024 with overlap of 512 pixels. This is necessary
in order to fit the images to a CNN, since the original images have dimensions
of 4000×4000 pixels or more. In the original experimental setting, validation
images are also split into smaller crops, and the predictions from each crop
are aggregated to compute the final performance. We retrained all detectors
following the suggested setting and we obtained performance comparable with
the results reported in [25].
We evaluate shift equivariance on the validation crops, that can fit in memory
for both the baseline and the shifted variants. Shift equivariance results on the
validation set, for a maximum shift of one pixel, are reported in Table 4.
Shift equivariance results are comparable to the ones of Table 1, however,
all methods show an improvement compared to the COCO setting. CenterNet
is the most different, with ∆AP going from 3.4 to 2.2 and ∆AP50 from 8.1
to 5.8. Although an increase in robustness compared to the COCO dataset is
measured, photographer’s bias does not seem to be a major factor in translation
equivariance.
5.4 Test-Time Augmentation
Test-time augmentation is commonly used to improve performance by com-
puting predictions on several variations of the same image and then aggregating
the predictions before evaluation. One example is multi-scale testing [22], where
each validation image is resized to different dimensions, predictions are com-
puted for each scale and then mapped to a common reference frame, where non
maximum suppression (NMS) is performed to aggregate them.
In the following, we perform test-time augmentation on the translated im-
ages. The predictions of each shift are mapped back to the original image co-
ordinates, and aggregated using NMS. As for all other experiments, we use a
maximum shift of one pixel, leading to 4 translated versions of each image.
We want to measure if test-time augmentation is capable of retaining the
predictions from the best performing shifts, leading to better results than the
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baseline w/ tta best APs
method AP AP50 AP AP50 AP AP50
RetinaNet 36.5 56.7 36.7 56.9 37.5 59.0
FasterRCNN 37.6 59.0 38.4 59.5 39.4 62.1
CenterNet 34.6 53.0 35.6 55.2 36.3 57.3
Table 5: Detection performance on COCO validation set. For each method we
report baseline results on the un-shifted images, together with test-time augmen-
tation results and best results obtained by the proposed method with maximum
shift of one pixel.
baseline. In this experiment we don’t evaluate the shift equivariance, since all
shifts are considered at the same time during aggregation. Results are reported
in Table 5.
Test-time augmentation improves results for all methods, bringing them
closer to the best achievable APs on the shifted validation set. For CenterNet,
we report an improvement of 1.0 AP and 2.2 AP50 over the baseline. Test-time
augmentation is a very simple way of exploiting shift variance, and it comes
with a considerable computational overhead (4 shifts per image, leading to 4×
inference time). We believe there is room for better ways of leveraging the lack
of shift equivariance, that can turn out to be an exploitable property, instead of
an undesirable side effect of modern CNNs.
6 Conclusions
We showed that object detection models exhibit considerable variation with
even small translations applied to input images, which has been observed and
reported in image classification tasks [3,8,28]. In order to quantitatively evaluate
shift equivariance of object detection models end-to-end, we proposed a greedy
algorithm to search the lower and upper bounds of mean average precision on
a test set. We found consistent large performance gaps on multiple modern ob-
ject detection architectures for even a single-pixel shift. Apart from providing
the evaluation pipeline, we investigated and demonstrated ways to mitigate this
problem. With blur-pool, we improved the ∆AP by around 30% on both one-
stage and two-stage detectors. By densifying the output space, we could improve
shift equivariance by a small margin on ∆AP50. In addition, we observed im-
proved robustness on the DOTA aerial imaging dataset, that doesn’t suffer from
the photographer’s bias. Furthermore, we showed that test-time augmentation
could leverage the variance introduced by input translations and improve the
network performance at the cost of significantly higher inference time.
However, none of the aforementioned solutions could remove shift variance
completely. Further investigations on architecture improvements, loss formula-
tions or data augmentation techniques would shed more light on this topic.
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